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SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber

Chamber
(mm)

Cartridge case
base(mm)

Energy
(J)

Speed
(m/s)

Shots
size

MSRP

MFI1273
Proud Cartridge with

Expansive Nature bullet
24.3 g - Cal.12/70 

C cal. 12  70 mm  25  2515  455  Bullet  
22.00 € incl.

tax

Double impact effect (deep penetration / strong expansion in soft zone)
The central arrow is in lead and the hammer mass in brass. Its deformation is greater on impact.

Speed (m/s): V2.5 = 455 / V50 = 300
Energy (Joule): E2.5 = 2515 / E50 = 1094
Recoil Energy (Joule): 26
Usable range (m): 50

*Recoil energy is calculated in joules for a 3Kg 12 gauge shotgun.

The "Fier" bullet is a projectile made up of 4 parts in 12 and 16 gauge.

A central arrow to ensure significant penetration,
A hammer hammer in which to insert the arrow, to release the kinetic energy,
A 2-piece container that encloses the whole thing.

It flies in one piece and grips the obstacle very well, it is a little less sensitive to ricochets. The central arrow
and hammer mace are only released on impact with the animal and penetrate deeply.

The qualities of the Proud projectile:

High accuracy
Double effect on impact (deep penetration / strong expansion in the soft zone)
Excellent hooking and powerful penetration into the target, even in the event of a tangential shot from
the front or from the rear. High and regular speeds.
High impact energy
Moderate pressure and damage-free passage through the chokes
Very low ricochet risk
High quality French encartouche
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Complies with CIP standards

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


